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Darkflash G200Plus Cooling Stand (Silver)
Darkflash G200 Plus is a cooling stand for laptops up to 16 inches in size, made from aluminum and polypropylene. It features one main
fan and four smaller ones. It offers 5 tilt levels ranging from 10°-65°. Once plugged into the USB port, the stand cools the laptop in 20
seconds without needing any configuration, prolonging the laptop's lifespan. The device has a conveniently located switch to toggle the
RGB lighting and the fans. A phone holder included in the set can be placed on the right or left side of the stand.
 
Efficient Cooling System
The  G200Plus  is  the  perfect  blend  of  performance  and  aesthetics.  Made  of  aluminum  and  polypropylene,  the  stand  ensures  optimal
cooling with its main fan measuring 140 x 140 x 12mm and four smaller fans of 60 x 60 x 12mm each. This ensures your laptop runs
smoothly even during intensive use. It's also worth noting that the stand is silver, adding to its elegance.
 
Adjustable Tilt Angle
The Darkflash G200Plus offers 5 tilt levels, from 10° to 65°, allowing users to adjust the laptop's position to their preference. This means
one can work in the most comfortable setting, minimizing fatigue during long hours in front of the screen.
 
Cooling in 20 Seconds
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Thanks to the simple USB connection, the Darkflash G200Plus cooling stand starts working almost immediately upon activation. In just 20
seconds, it efficiently cools the laptop, helping to maintain a stable temperature and extending the device's lifespan. This is an excellent
feature, especially for users working in demanding conditions or for extended hours.
 
RGB Lighting
The G200Plus stand not only cools the user's laptop but also accentuates its style. A handy switch allows control over the RGB lighting
and fans, enabling one to customize the stand's appearance to their liking. It's a subtle but satisfying way to spice up your space.
 
Convenient Phone Holder
The set also includes a phone holder, which can be placed either on the right or left side of the stand. This is a useful addition, helping to
keep devices in one place, thus enhancing productivity.
 
Package Contents
Cooling Stand
Instructions
USB Cable
Phone Holder
BrandDarkflash
ModelG200 Plus
ColorSilver
Dimensions360 x 250 x 55mm
Fan Size1 * 140 x 140 x 12mm, 4 * 60 x 60 x 12mm
Tilt Levels5, 10°-65°
Nominal Voltage5VDC
Nominal Current0.15A
Main Fan Speed1100 ± 10%
Other Fans Speed2400 ± 10%
Weight890g
Noise56dB
Lifespan45,000 hours
MaterialAluminum, PP
CFM70
USB Ports2 x USB2.0
Cable Length1 meter

Price:

€ 32.00
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